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I N F O R M A T I O N

Running time     11 minutes 49 seconds

Aspect ratio     16:9 (1.77:1)

Audio      Stereo

Screening formats available   HDCAM 25p 
      MPEG-4 H.264 AVC 1920x1080 25p 
      PAL DVD 25p 
      Vimeo 1920x1080 
      Other formats available on request

Category     Narrative fiction

Genres      Horror, Sci-fi

Shooting format     Digital

Completed     October 2017

Writer and Director    Tim Benjamin

Producer     Lydia Wheatley

Further information    http://meetyourkeeper.com (including Trailer) 
      http://eastviewfilm.com 
      https://timbenjamin.com

L O G  L I N E

Ben and Claire have found love on a new dating website, and agree to make a promo video with the help of film-maker 
Ann in a local forest, where bizarre and disturbing events unfold.
 [34 words]

S Y N O P S I S

Ben and Claire are 30-somethings who have found love through MeetYourKeeper.com, a slick new dating website, thanks 
to their shared interest in woodland walks. They have agreed to make a promo video for the site, and together with film-
maker Ann, they begin shooting in a local forest. When they are interrupted by the arrival of a strange piece of debris 
falling from the sky, bizarre and disturbing events unfold – and even time itself becomes distorted.
 [75 words]
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F I L M  M A K E R S

Tim Benjamin
Director

Already a successful classical and media composer, writer, and director for the opera stage, Meet Your Keeper is Tim’s 
début as a film director. 

Tim has created music for TV, film, and advertising, as well as award-winning classical music for the concert hall 
and opera stage.  He has written no fewer than 10 operas, all of which have been produced (including the critically 
acclaimed Emily, 2013 and the Life Stories double bill, 2015), and co-founded the touring opera company Radius in 2007. 
Commercial broadcast credits include BBC One, ITV, and adverts for Vodafone and Samsung. 

Drawn from stage to screen by the visual art of story-telling, Tim branched out into directing film with his debut short 
Meet Your Keeper.  East View Film are already in the development stages of Tim’s next film, which is due to enter 
production in 2018.

Now living in West Yorkshire, Tim studied at the Royal Northern College of Music in Manchester and Oxford University.

Lydia Wheatley

Producer

Having started her career in Birmingham, Lydia Wheatley travelled to Paris and London and worked alongside important 
industry professionals such as Colin Hanks for the documentary film Eagles of Death Metal: Nos Amis and Niall Johnson 
for his feature film Mum’s List starring Rafe Spall and Emilia Fox.

Meet Your Keeper is Lydia’s first production which has been a successful collaboration with Tim Benjamin.  The short film 
is currently being distributed in festivals and Lydia is already working on the development of Tim’s next film.

Simon Ekrelius

Production Designer

The work of award-winning Swedish designer Simon Ekrelius includes key stylist and costume design for Fashion Cares, 
British American Tobacco, and Tesco, and music artists including Catherine Wheel, Love Inc, Lucie Barât, and The Au 
Revoirs.  Recent commercial commissions include Channel 4, Vidal Sassoon and British Hairdressing Awards.

Simon has designed costumes for short films including Annica (1997, SVT, Sweden), Our Dinner Party (2017, Joe Ferrera, 
London), and Sound of Fear (Richard Elson, 2016, London), TV pilot Snowflakes (Michael Beddoes, 2017), and Unskin 
(Elcid Asaei, 2017).

East View Film
East View Film, founded in 2017, is a short and feature film production company based in the North West of England.  
We develop and create imaginative, unusual and thought-provoking films, specialising in sci-fi, fantasy and 
psychological horror.
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B A C K G R O U N D

Tim Benjamin

Meet Your Keeper opens with a curiously faceless advert for a dating website (“meetyourkeeper.com”). Curious, because, 
as we discovered during our research, advertising for dating services invariably use images of happy, satisfied people, so 
this immediately – if subconsciously – sets an uneasy tone.

After a gloriously saturated shot of West Yorkshire countryside, we meet the three characters: Ben and Claire – who met 
on the site – and Ann, a film-maker, who works for the site. An awkward interview in the woods follows, in which the 
mutual attractions (or not) of the new lovers tumble out. This is a prelude, however, to the main event: the arrival of – 
well – something – that causes the video to distort, and Ben (but not the others) to hear sounds that become painful.

This is the literal and metaphorical arrival of the “Other”: while there are personality differences, even sexual tensions, 
arising from the presence of the film-maker Ann between the couple Ben and Claire, this Other arrives more forcefully, 
and literally proceeds to destroy the happy couple. It is a metaphor for the unexpected brickbats that are thrown at every 
couple, but more than that, it raises questions about the beginnings and longevity of any new relationship.

The final act of the film sequentially takes place after the first, but seems to show the past, or more precisely, an 
alternative present, one in which Ben and Claire have yet to – or have never – met. It is suggested in the film that the 
“Other” device is perhaps an alien artefact, or equivalently, in cargo-cult style, “something off of a plane”. What exactly 
does this artefact cause to occur? This is the essential mystery of the film. Do its motives align with the stereotypical 
aliens that seek to abduct – and if so, does it abduct pathetic humans entirely out their own history, not just borrowing 
their bodies for a brief probe? Or is it just a sideshow – a diversionary tactic – allowing humans to kidnap fellow humans, 
be they other genre tropes such as G-men or lurking serial killers, or even our very own film-maker: a jealous loner?

The film leaves such questions tantalisingly unanswered, but there are clues: the déja-vu repetitions in the dialogue; the 
hyper-real colour scheme; the change in Ann’s characer; the birds that stop singing; the “CND” bracelet that travels from 
actor to actor...

We are also able to interpret the film as a satire on contemporary film-making, all too often subservient to a commercial 
master: from the unreliable subjects’ changing behaviour on- and off-camera, to the technology malfunctioning at the 
worst possible moment; from the unsteady camera, a single shot not yet edited, to the harried small-time film-maker who 
takes on every job at once.

The film is written with only two scenes, each to be shot in a single take – ambitious, for the first is around 8 minutes 
in length, and requiring carefully rehearsed choreography by the actors and camera operator alike. From a story-telling 
perspective, I wanted the camera to serve as a “witness” to the unfolding events, and for nothing (apparently) to be 
missing, and therefore to tell the story in a single take. Once the artefact starts interfering with the equipment, we 
see the normal direction of time being distorted: the cut-and-splice job being done before our very eyes by our “Other” 
intruders, rather than by an editor hidden in post-production, and the camera-as-storyteller now becomes, as so often, an 
unreliable witness.

The film’s sound design makes a key contribution. Due to the intricate choreography of the camerawork, radio mics were 
used. Aside from these, the entire sound-stage is artificial, allowing the environment to be treated as part of the musical 
score. Taking its place alongside the forest soundscape is the sound of the “alien” artefact – audible to the character of 
Ben, but also audible to us, the audience. Just as the artefact caused visible distortion to the footage, perhaps it also left 
a signature in sound.  

Oddly, one of the sound recording files turned out to be, it seemed, nothing but high-pitched distortion. When I analysed 
the file on the computer, it turned out to be a stream of silence containing a single mumbled word, a sort of digital gasp. 

And what was the word? Hard to make out, but it sounded like —
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Credit: Nic Chapman for East View Film.
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Further production and behind-the-scenes stills available 
on request.



C R E D I T S

Written and Directed by    Tim Benjamin

Producer     Lydia Wheatley

Cast

ANN      Phoebe Farrington

BEN      Richard Holley

CLAIRE      Rachel Peter

Crew

Director of Photography    Abigail Timmins

Sound Recordist     Benjamin Hodge

Production Designer    Simon Ekrelius

Hair and Makeup    Jade Robinson

Production Manager    Noah Chebouli

1st Assistant Director    Robert Mellody

2nd Assistant Director / Script Supervisor  Verity Fryer

Runners      Tom Sutcliffe 
      Tilly Sutcliffe

Post Production

Visual Effects and Colour   Alex Murray

Music and Sound Design    Tim Benjamin

Special Thanks     The Golden Lion, Todmorden 
      Justine Sutcliffe

Filmed on location in Todmorden, West Yorkshire, United Kingdom (http://www.visittodmorden.co.uk)

An East View Film Production.

© 2017 East View Film. All rights reserved.
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I N T E R V I E W S

by Kara Cooper

Actor Interview
A short is a limited but powerful way for an actor to express their range. What was the main characteristic of your character that you 
were attempting to convey?

Rachel Peter (“CLAIRE”): My main motivation in character was a sense change in personality. At the beginning I was 
thinking about myself and my dominant relationship, while in the last scenes I was trying to think about my attraction to 
Anne and my more nervous nature. 

Phoebe Farrington (“ANN”): My character was strong and independent so I tried to keep an emotional distance from 
the other two at the beginning, when the film changes to hand held she still tries to keep calm and in control. During the 
second part with just Ann and Claire my character is more interested in Claire romantically, so she is more friendly and 
slightly flirty.

What do you feel the location adds to the telling of the story? Was there any element of the landscape that aided or hindered your 
performance / getting into character?

Rachel: The location definitely added something different to my acting. I usually do stage performances, so being in 
the cold with torrential rain at times, I had to really think about how my character might have felt and the difficulties of 
filming outside.

Phoebe: The location was fantastic for what we were filming. The roots of the trees looked quite alien and there whole 
presence was very dominant in the scenes. Choreographing the 8 minute shot on a steep slope was very entertaining! It 
gave you another aspect to think about and made it feel more natural if you slipped or lost your footing.

Was there any particular element of the story / shoot that appealed to you or spoke to any personal experience of your own?

Rachel: I think my character was quite complicated which appealed to me as there were so many minute details I had to 
consider when acting. Slight movements carried a lot of subtle characterisation and made it an interesting journey for 
me as an actor.

Phoebe: The weather wasn’t particularly great which meant I was cold but it made the shooting more realistic as I could 
relate to the character.
What is your ideal medium for performance (theatre, radio, film)  and why?

Rachel: I think my usual medium for performance is theatre  but I really enjoyed the subtlety needed for film acting. It 
was really interesting discovering that small movements were far more powerful on film than they are on the stage. 

Phoebe: For me its a toss up between Film and Theatre. With film you can capture every thought and expression that an 
actor has through the camera, and you get to play with different emotions on different shots as well as using the location 
for your benefit. Theater is great for the sole reason that it its live, as an actor you feed off the audience and the other 
actors and its always exciting if someone misses a line.

What do you imagine happened to the characters after the film stops?

Rachel: I think that my character went on with her usual life, but had strange flash backs of what happened to her that 
day - I’d like to think that she and Ann became really good friends and she threw away her heterosexuality and ended up 
making weird films with Ann in the woods.

Phoebe: After the film stops Claire and Ann find another alien orb but they both somehow recall not to go near it, neither 
of them are affected by it and manage to get off the hill side. As they go back into town they start to see confused 
people are wondering around looking for someone or something but they can’t remember what. This escalates to a 
national scale, everyone starts filming everything because its the only way they can remember what has happened. Ben 
is taken back to the point just before he meets Claire and you see Ann introducing him to someone else. His time line 
eventually catches up with where the short film ends and he recognises Claire but she doesn’t recognise him.



Director Interview
You have a musical background; what led you to direct films? Did your background inform how you approached directing this short?

Tim Benjamin: I’ve directed quite a lot of what you might call “indie” opera. Directing opera, you have to grasp the music, 
words, action, design – everything! – which can be quite overwhelming at times. But after reading Brian Jay Jones’ 
biography of George Lucas I was struck by just how many of the challenges I faced directing opera outside of the big 
opera houses were shared by Lucas directing his early films very much outside the studio system. Having composed a 
number soundtracks along with my work in opera, I put two and two together and realised that I had to write / direct film.

I think my background in music certainly influenced this short film, both in the writing and directing. I have my way of 
writing music and librettos, and it’s the same way I wrote the film script; I have developed my approach to dissecting a 
musical piece in order to direct it, and ways of exploring a piece with the performers: all of these were basically the same 
when I directed this film. I found that my previous experience helped me a lot in this project.

What, for you, is the main difference in conveying a story through music on the stage and conveying a story through images on the 
screen?

I see film as a synthesis of art forms in just the same way as opera, but there is a fundamental difference too: the camera 
as the narrator, or at least as the intermediary between performance and audience. This was the main artistic challenge 
for me: to ask “why is there a camera here?” It is actually a very similar question to the fundamental one posed by opera, 
i.e. “why are they singing?”. It is the discovery of the answers to these questions that drives my artistic direction.

What were the unique elements of Todmorden that made it an ideal film location?

The most attractive aspect was also the most visible: the piece of woodland in which the film is set. It has a rather 
creepy vibe to it, with sinewy tree roots clinging to large boulders and emerging from the earth like great tentacles. The 
old, shattered rocks also gave the forest an ancient feel – as if the trees had long since taken over the ruins of some 
dead civilisation. So, creepy and ancient, a good start for a sci-fi / horror film. 

That aside, I think there is something peculiar about Todmorden, it feels a bit remote and eccentric and yet it’s under an 
hour’s journey to two of the UK’s most vibrant cities. It has history when it comes to alien abductions, too, which perhaps 
gave an extra, subtle something to the film. If it’s the sort of town where stories of UFO sightings and abductions are 
frequent, then it seems an ideal place to film a new story with similar subject-matter!

What inspired the theme of the short?

If you think back to when you met your “significant other”, it’ll almost certainly have been a completely chance meeting. 
I only met my wife because I gatecrashed a student party where she was, and happened to turn around and see my 
favourite band on her t-shirt. If I’d done something else that night, or if she hadn’t worn that t-shirt, our timelines would 
have been completely different; you could even say that the world would have been completely changed.

So that got me thinking: instead of an alien abduction simply borrowing someone for a short span of “missing” time, 
what if someone was abducted out of history altogether? If the act of abduction completely re-wrote the timelines of 
everyone else, as if the abductee had never even lived?
Putting these things together led to this film’s story, where we first see a young couple, who met through luck; one of 
them is “abducted from history”; then those who remain have changed timelines. Yet how do we, the audience, know 
this? Because there was a camera there recording everything, and cameras do not lie – or do they?

Did you have any films or director styles in mind when you shot the short?

As the film is set in a forest, shot from a hand-held camera in long single takes, has people going missing and 
unexplained things happening, then clearly there is a comparison to be made with The Blair Witch Project. But I was 
keen not to go over that film’s ground again, and there have been other great films in that style too (e.g. Trollhunter). I 
wanted to be a bit less literal about the “horror”, to be more mysterious about it – in the sense that there is literally no 
explanation given for what unfolds, except for the super-banal suggestions of the characters (“Maybe it fell off of a 
plane?”). I also wanted the look of the film to be quite specific, drawing from the hyper-real style of Wes Anderson for 
example. I’d also say that David Lynch has been a big influence, both in shooting style but also in the uncompromising 
presentation of mystery, and in finding peculiar horror in the mundane and banal.
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